
axel schultheiss

the soundtrip into the open



it is music …
it is music … full of magic
it is music … touching the innermost
it is music … evoking different realities

Rhythmic energy, spacious soundscapes and long melodic lines join 
together to form an irresistible and exciting trip into the worlds of sound 
which is always shaped by sensitive intensity and passion.

It's his aethetics, his musicality and his deep emotionality which is the 
central theme of his music – always emerging from silence and returning 
to silence. This music is fed by archaic and eastern sounds, by sensitive 
poetry and free experiments, by improvisation and by composition – 
fascinating and full of magic moments. Axell Schultheiss is a true servant to music.

Axel Schultheiss plays concerts, leads workshops, writes books and has released several albums 
worldwide. His music is also used in films and on TV.

...highly evocative and mesmerizing.  (Acoustic Guitar, USA)

...ein 'wizard'...a very specil experience.  (Jazzpodium, GER)

...music that crosses borders ... with passionate and quiet power..  (RBB Kulturradio)

...has an intuitive sense of melody and knows how to connect head and heart.  (allabboutjazz, USA)



 

2009 On Wings (Ozella Music)

TopTen on echoes.org (USA)
                                                                     music the crosses borders (RBB Kulturradio, GER)

                                                           hypnotic soundscapes with an organic floe (minor7th, USA)
                                       fascinating soundscapes ... trancelike qualities. (Jazzthetik, GER)

 

2007 The Uplift (Acoustic Music)

a very special experience...a wizard. (Jazzpodium, GER)
the best way to expand one's musical horizon.  (wildmagazin.de)

driving rhythms … spirited improvisations … a masterful guitarist and composer  (minor7th, USA)

 

2002 Departure (Acoustic Music)

an extraordinary album (Acoustic Guitar 5/03, USA)
one of the most talented guitarists (Bluestime 4/04, I)

 

2000 Free Mind (Acoustic Music)

guitarsounds full of refinement (Akustikitarre 1/01, GER)
highly evocative and fascinating (Acoustic Guitar 6/01,USA)



 

 Finally … towards the sources of creativity. A recommended book for all those
who meet the limitations of the guitar and feel that there are ways to escape them.

(Folker, GER, 6 /12)

Nearly philosophical advices that put one's own play on a new artistic and tonal leve.l
An indespensible book for guitarists searching for meaning.

 (AkustikGitarre, GER, 4/12)
   

2012 Kreative Wege (Acoustic Music/Fingerprint)

 ... a special and therefore very interesting book, which enormously helps searching for 
alternative inspirations and ideas. Highly recommended !

  (Akustikgitarre, GER) 

2000 beyond acoustic (Artist Ahead)



www.axelschultheiss.de
www.soundcloud.com/sprucetop

www.lastfm.de/music/axel+schultheiss
www.reverbnation.com/axelschultheiss

www.youtube.com/user/AcousticSoundtrip/videos

http://www.axelschultheiss.de/
http://www.soundcloud.com/sprucetop
http://www.lastfm.de/music/axel+schultheiss
http://www.reverbnation.com/axelschultheiss
http://www.youtube.com/user/AcousticSoundtrip/videos
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